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ABSTRACT

The ELRA catalogue as of April 1999 lists 95 speech
resources, 47 monolingual lexica, 105 multilingual lexica, 19
written corpora and more than 275 terminological databases. In
the speech area, many databases are available for machine
dictation, telephone-based applications, speaker identification
and verification applications, as well as several phonetic lexica,
for languages such as English, German, Swiss-French, Danish,
French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Mandarin
Chinese, etc. However, many Language Resources (LRs) need
to be identified and/or produced. To this effect, ELRA is active
in promoting and funding the co-production of new LRs
through several calls for proposals. As for the validity of the
existence of ELRA for the distribution of language resources,
the statistics from the past two years speak for themselves. The
1998 fiscal report showed a significant rise with the sale of 179
LRs (86 for research and 93 for commercial purposes; with
speech databases representing nearly 70%), compared to 31
sold in 1997.

1. INTRODUCTION
ELRA is a useful conduit for the distribution of speech, written
and terminology databases, enabling key players to have access
to LRs. In order to effectively produce and provide such
resources to research and development groups in academic,
commercial and industrial environments, it is necessary to
address technical, commercial, legal, logistic and other
practical issues. This has already been done by ELRA through
the establishment of an operational infrastructure that
capitalizes on the investments of  the  European Commission
and other European  National agencies to ensure the
availability of  Speech, Text, and Terminology  resources.
After three years of activity, ELRA has managed to make
available, worldwide, a large set of marketable resources.
ELRA has handled the legal issues through generic license
agreements and IPR manuals that are made widely available. A
set of validation manuals (in particular for telephone-based
speech resources) have been produced and widely distributed.
It is of paramount importance that ELRA reaches fruitful
agreements with other regional organizations in order to
achieve, all together, a better streamlining of efforts in the
development of  new Language Resources that are of interest to
“global” players.
As for the validity of the existence of ELRA for the
distribution of language resources, the sales statistics from the
past two years speak for themselves.  The 1997 fiscal report
(covering the period October 96-September 97) indicated a
total of 31 sales for the year whereas the 1998 fiscal report
(covering the period October 97-September 98) showed a
significant rise with a total of 179 sales for the year, of which

86 were for research and 93 were for commercial purposes.  Of
these 179 purchases, 120 were specifically speech databases,
representing nearly 70% of the yearly sales. Legal and
contractual assistance is also included in the services for
members, as ELRA also seek to simplify the relationship
between providers and users (customers) by drafting generic
agreements that specify the responsibilities and duties of each
party when licensing a language resource. More than 50
agreements with providers of language resources have been
secured by ELRA, preventing users and providers from
spending their time with contractual agreements.  In order to
add value to the resources it distributes, ELRA also initiated
the production of validation manuals for each resource type,
namely spoken resources, written corpora, lexica and
terminology resources.
The highlight of 1998 for the association was the First
International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation (LREC) which took place in Granada, Spain. This
conference was initiated by ELRA and organized in co-
operation with other national and international associations and
consortia. With over 500 attendees, this was a major success
when one considers that it addressed the specific topic of
language resources and evaluation.

2. THE ASSOCIATION

Any legally registered organization can join the association,
though full membership, with voting rights, is available only to
organizations legally established in Europe. For 1999, the
annual membership fee is as follows:

Non-profit making organizations  750 EURO
European small/medium-sized companies < 50
employees

 1000 EURO

European profit making organizations >= 50
employees

 1500 EURO

Non-European profit making organizations  5000 EURO

The difference between membership fees of European and
Non-European companies reflects the grants received from the
European agencies.
Since its foundation, ELRA has attracted an important and
steady number of members as shown below:

1995 1996 1997 1998
63 70 75 81

The services offered by ELRA  to its members are summarized
both on the ELRA web site (see contact information above)
and in brochures. These services go beyond the important
discount given on the price of language resources.
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3. ELRA’S MISSION AND TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

As stated above, ELRA has been entrusted with a crucial
mission: to ensure that Language Resources needed by
Language Engineering players are made available when they
already exist or to produce them in a cost-effective frame. This
mission is tuned from time to time to anticipate future
requirements.  Such a mission can be itemized as: handling the
legal issues related to the availability of Language Resources,
identification of useful resources, distribution activities and
pricing policy, validation and quality assessment,
commissioning the production of needed Language Resources,
market watch, and  information dissemination.

3.1 Handling The Legal Issues
The basic principles of language resource licensing  has been
worked out with the support of lawyers. At the beginning,
marketing Language Resources was a new activity, and
creating an equitable and balanced framework was  not easy.  It
was agreed that one of the priority tasks of ELRA was to
simplify the relationship between producers/providers and
users of LRs.
In order to encourage producers and/or providers of LRs to
make such data available to others, ELRA has drafted generic
contracts defining the responsibilities and obligations of both
parties.
To minimize variations in agreements and to keep things
simple, these contracts are based on the following model:

   ELRAProviders

Owners

Distribution  Agreement VAR Agreement

End-User Agreement

End-Users

 VAR End-users

Figure 1: ELRA Agreement model

This model takes into account the interest of both parties
(producers and users) in keeping with ELRA’s role as a neutral,
non-profit organization, dedicated to promoting the language
engineering field. Contracts (or Licenses) are drawn up
between ELRA and the resource provider and/or ELRA and the
resource user (either a VAR, Value Added Reseller, or End-
user). Since 1996, they have evolved in the light of feedback
from our members, customers and resource providers.
Let us illustrate the role of ELRA with our resource referenced
as ELRA-W0006 which consists of 6 written corpora of similar
nature, provided by six different newspapers through Europe
(Le Monde from France, Financial Times from UK,
Handelsblatt from Germany, Expansion from Spain, Il Sol 24
Ore from Italy, and Het Financieele Dagblad from The
Netherlands). ELRA has signed one contract with each
provider. If this resource is purchased via ELRA, the customer
needs to sign one agreement. If the customer rather chooses to
go to each individual provider, he/she needs to sign 6 licenses
in 6 different judicial systems and will probably have to pay at
least 6 different lawyers plus his own!
ELRA considers the production and distribution of these
licenses as one of its contributions to the development of LR
brokerage, so the licenses are available on the Web (as
copyrighted documents) and we encourage all actors to use
them. One can get electronic copies from the ELRA Web site.

3.2 Identification of Useful Resources
In order to play its role, ELRA committed to create structured
and publicly available catalogues of Language Resources. In
order to do so, ELRA has prepared a set of description forms to
help the providers describe what they propose to ELRA for
distribution in a more uniform and consistent way (see the
URL corresponding to spoken databases at:
ftp://ftp.icp.grenet.fr/pub/elra/spee-en.ps).  This form includes
all the features one needs to know about a speech database: file
standards, acquisition conditions (Telephone vs Microphone,
environment), annotation levels, etc.
In the first catalogue, the identified resources were at different
status levels: available through ELRA, available through the
owner, under negotiation but not available yet, available on a
case by case basis, identified but not available, etc. There were
simply too many categories which made things too complex to
be understandable.
Since then we have been committed to publishing a catalogue
of resources that are available via ELRA or, in a very few cases
and for very sensitive databases, available through the
owner/provider.
Our catalogues are compiled with respect to the three colleges
of ELRA: speech, written, and terminology. Some tools can be
also catalogued if they are available for free.
The progress of our identification task is illustrated on the
following histogram:
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Figure 2: Histogram of the ELRA Catalogue of resources

(Some resources have been deleted from our catalogue due to
negative quality assessment and some others due to various
mergers of providers which led to the termination of some
distribution contracts).
In the speech area, we see that the catalogue has grown from
the 22 initial resources of March 96 to about a hundred today.
This does not hide that many key resources are still not
available for a large number of languages (including Western
European ones). If we consider some basic resources, that
should be available for all languages, such as:
• Articulatory databases (e.g. ACCOR)
• Basic speech data   with some  phonetic material and

some phonetic sequences, by a small number of speakers,
recorded in a quiet environment (EUROM 1 & BABEL)

• Pronunciation lexicon (BDLEX, PHONOLEX)
• Proper names pronunciation lexicon (ONOMASTICA)
• Newspaper read text (BREF, Siemens-100, Apasci)
• Basic telephone speech (SPEECHDAT)
• Telephone-based speaker verification. (PolyVar)
• Text corpora for language models (MLCC, Le Monde …)

and if we consider Western European languages, our catalogue
shows that:



Speech UK I F SF G EI SP Pt Gr NL Dan Sw Finn Nor

Articulatory database A E E E E E

Basic speech data A A A E E E E E E E E E

Pronunciation lexicon A A A A

Proper names
pron. lex.

E E E A*** E E E E

Newspaper read text A A A E E A

Basic telephone speech A A A A A U A A E A A A U S

Teleph. Speaker verif. A A

text corpora for language
Models

A A A A A A

Figure 3: Availability of Language Resources per language
(UK: British English, I: Italy, F: French of France, SF: Swiss French,  G: German, EI: Irish, SP: Spanish of Spain, Pt: Portugal;
Gr: Greece, NL: Dutch, Dan: Danish, Sw: Swedish, Finn: Finish, Nor: Norway)

A: Available through ELRA;  S: Available through ELRA within the next quarter; E: Exist/identified but not (never!) available;
" " (blank): Probably Not available / has not been identified; U: Under completion/Well advanced project with distribution plans
*** Available through German telecoms

This matrix illustrates that many basic resources are not
available and that there is a need to stimulate their production
in order to meet the needs and requirements of both academic
institutions and industrial users. A larger matrix will be
discussed at the conference with other languages, in particular
Eastern European languages. A survey of national programs
recently initiated by ELRA and other partners will allow to
have more up to date information on this topic.

3.3 Distribution Activities and Pricing Policy
The first two years of activity were devoted to the
establishment of the infrastructure and to the identification of
valuable resources. This explains the low take off of our sales
in 1995-1996. The pricing policy is also a crucial issue that
needed careful attention. This had to take into account the fact
that we were establishing a new market in which LRs should
be traded like any other commodity, bearing in mind the
requirements and restrictions imposed by the provider (or the
producer) when it comes to the issue of financial
compensation. The ELRA approach is to simplify the price-
setting, to clarify possible uses of LRs, and to reduce the
restrictions imposed by the producer.
The prerequisite of acting as a broker, is that each purchase
renders a payment, covering the compensation claimed by the
owner of the resource. In general, ELRA is not the owner of
the resources, and can therefore only set a fair price in co-
operation with the owner. This co-operation in setting the price
is often based on conventional pricing methods like production
costs. The pricing must also take into account the ELRA
distribution policy, which is to always try to offer a discounted
price to its members.
In some cases, the providers accept to have their resources
distributed for free. This is often the case when production of
LRs is already financed by the European Commission or by
national governments. When examining the catalogue, you will
notice that the ELRA members benefit from price reductions
ranging from 10% up to 70% on the public price.
Exceptionally, ELRA is able to offer price reductions even
without this being financially supported by the providers. This
is just one of the services offered to our members, proving that
ELRA is unique in its way of offering services and distributing
LRs.    The restrictions on the distribution, sometimes imposed
by the providers, are more often of two kinds: it is either a
restriction on the user profile or a restriction on the usage. The
providers may limit the distribution to members only or to

Europeans only, or they may restrict the use of their resource to
research or even to academic research. When the restrictions
are connected with the use, the reason is often that the
providers do not want their resource to be used in technical
(commercial) development.
The following tables show the situation of the LR distribution
via ELRA, for the last three years:

Distribution to members versus non members:
1996 1997 1998

Members 11 37 173
Non members 6 12 31
TOTAL 17 49 204

Distribution with respect to the use of LRs:
1996 1997 1998

Research 12 21 116
Commercial 5 28 88
TOTAL 17 49 204

Distribution with respect to the type of LRs:
1996 1997 1998

Speech & related resources 16 32 127
Written resources 1 16 75
Terminological resources 0 1 2
TOTAL 17 49 204

Major efforts were devoted to the distribution of language
resources which led to a 577% increase in our 1997-98 sales
over 1996-97. Sales amounted to 179 items sold in 1997-98,
compared with 31 items sold in 1996-97. Despite our
marketing and commercial efforts, we are still making most of
our income from spoken language resources. Most of our
customers join ELRA before buying the LRs (which is justified
by our pricing policy). Our involvement in research and
commercial developments is balanced and shows an increase of
over 573% in terms of items distributed for R&D and 581% for
commercial use.

3.4 Validation and Quality Assessment
To build up a reputation for the products it sells, ELRA had to
set up a system to enable a specification and quality control
document to be issued with every product that it licenses. The
definition of the validation methodology required co-operating
with projects aiming at the production of guidelines, standards,



and specifications (e.g. EAGLES, PAROLE, SPEECHDAT,
INTERVAL, etc.). Our involvement in validation and quality
assessment has seen the release of validation manuals in the
area of speech and written resources; these manuals have been
made available on our Web site at:
 (http://www.icp.inpg.fr/ELRA/validat.html).

3.5 Commissioning the Production of Needed Language
Resources & Market Watch

ELRA has issued a series of calls for proposals to help sponsor
the production of new LRs, and/or the packaging or
customization of existing ones, that are needed by the
Language Engineering Community. The purpose of the last call
was to ensure that necessary resources are developed in an
acceptable framework (in terms of time and legal conditions)
by the LE players. This call targeted projects with short time
scales (projects lasting up to one year) and small funding.
ELRA funding is to be seen as effective and useful for
producers being both tactical in their aims for the targeted
market, which means that they do know all about the needs on
the specific market, and strategic with regard to what to
produce in order to fulfil these needs.  The resources to be
selected for funding must be in demand on the market and the
resources. Market knowledge and contacts with potential
providers allow ELRA to always have reliable and useful
information on the demands and needs of the users.  From
recent market monitoring, ELRA identified several key speech
and written resources.  ELRA then categorized and prioritized
this set of resources. Proposals for other types of corpora were
also considered for funding if the resources are necessary for
the development of a class of LE applications.  ELRA received
over 30 proposals that are being screened by a review
committee that consists of the ELRA Board members, a few
appointed external experts, and a European Commission
(DGXIII - Human Language Technologies sector)
representative. The 30 proposals cover all the resources
itemized in our preference lists.
The preference lists were derived from our market watch and
surveys and may give us some hints about the orientations of
the field. The preference lists of particular interest to the
speech community can be itemized as follows:
• SpeechDat like database (a language or/and an application

area not yet covered within the SpeechDat family – 1000
to 5000 speakers).

• Speech database for embedded systems (basically 16kHz
sampling, noisy environment, 500 to 1000 speakers).

• Pronunciation lexica (for speech recognition and speech
synthesis, including extent of proper names).

• Multimedia corpus (radio and/or TV broadcast news with
speech, audio other than speech, text and visual
information).

• Multimodal corpus (audio speech data together with other
kinds of data, such as visual data, or gestual data).

• Dialog corpus.
• Enrichment of existing SLRs within the ELRA catalogue.
• Multilingual speech synthesis database.

As mentioned above, regular market surveys are conducted by
ELRA to monitor the needs of the players in this field. The last
one was carried out through questionnaires about the needs,
emailed to over 500 contacts. The summaries are given in the
ELRA newsletter when appropriate.

3.6 Information Dissemination, Promotion and
Awareness

Our contribution to information dissemination activities
consisted of a very impressive international conference, the 1st

ELRA International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation – LREC. LREC and its satellite workshops, were
held in Granada from May 25 to June 1st. It attracted over 500
attendees from over 38 different countries and all the
continents. 325 different organizations were present, among
which 210 were academic institutions (Universities and
Research centers).  The program committee selected about 197
papers. Eight pre-conference workshops and a major post-
conference workshop about transatlantic cooperation (called
MultiLingual Information Management - MLIM) were also
organized. The proceedings of LREC and the satellite
workshops are available at the ELRA offices.  The next LREC
conference will take place in Greece in the year 2000.
One of the other means to make ELRA more visible consists of
our quarterly newsletter, issued in French and English. A
special issue was devoted to LREC with summaries of the
opening, closing and several technical sessions. The Web site
is another means. We have recorded a larger number of visits
to our Web site and the site is updated on a regular basis, with
new resource descriptions and documents of interest to the
language engineering community, such as validation manuals.
In order to promote ELRA, the Board members and the ELDA
staff have attended several conferences (both academic and
business-oriented) and have given  several talks highlighting
our activities.

4. KEY LANGUAGE RESOURCE PROJECTS IN
THE EUROPE UNION

Several initiatives have been launched either under the auspices
of the European Commission or National agencies. The most
known one, at the European level, is the SpeechDat family of
resources which consists of SpeechDat(M), SpeechDat(II),
SpeechDat-Car (in conjunction with another project called
VODIS), SpeechDat-East, and SALA (Speech Across Latin
America, a private initiative).

5. ELRA COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIP

ELRA co-operates with other national and regional
organizations which are involved in activities relating to those
of ELRA. These include LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium),
Cocosda,  AUPELF (association of French speaking academic
institutions), etc.
Another crucial collaboration foreseen by ELRA is with the
European National Programs. As of today over 7 countries
have started their own program in Language Engineering. The
expected outcomes include Language Resources. ELRA has
been appointed as the distribution channel for many of them.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper elaborates on the European Language Resources
Association’s experience in establishing an infrastructure for
the collection and distribution of LRs. It is of paramount
importance that existing resources are identified and made
available. It is crucial to achieve, all together, a better
streamlining of efforts in the development of  new Language
Resources that are of interest to “global” players.
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